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Currency news: One eye on next weeks events 
Currency thought of the day: Black Friday sales to provide evidence 

Economy: EC publishes ‘early warnings’ for Ireland 

Equities: Origin Eneterprises – Slow Q1 16 following weather disruption 

Equities: AIB – Issues €500m of AT1 notes at a coupon of 7.375% 

Equities: AIB – seeking $872m in damages and interest from Citibank 

Equities: Banking sector – NAB to pursue demerger and IPO of Clydesdale 

 

 

27.11.15 

Today’s Treasury Events 

09.30 UK GDP (Q3) 

10.00 EC Consumer Con. 

  

Upcoming Equity Events 

27.11 Origin – Q1 IMS 

30.11 Aryzta – Q1 IMS 

04.12 Green REIT - AGM 
 

Rates and Commodites Last 1m chg %

ECB rate 0.05 0.00

UK Base rate 0.50 0.00

US Fed Funds 0.25 0.00

LIBOR GBP 3M 0.57 -1.62 

LIBOR USD 3M 0.41 25.95

EURIBOR 3M -0.10 -70.49 

Gold ($) 1068.45 -8.43 

Brent oil ($) 45.09 -3.67 

Natural Gas ($) 2.24 -11.62 

Copper ($) 208.25 -12.09 
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Indices Last 1m chg %

ISEQ 6,773   6.02

EUROSTOXX 3,489   3.18

FSTE 100 6,363   -0.04 

S&P 500 2,089   0.85

Top 5 Irish Equities Last 1m chg %

CRH PLC 27.75 14.34

Ryanair Holdings PLC 14.21 3.85

Kerry Group PLC 74.01 2.83

Bank of Ireland 0.36 4.11

Smurfit Kappa Group 25.03 -1.36  

 
Daily Deposit Rates 

 

EUR 

1 Month Notice 1 Month 3 Months 6 Months 12 Months 

0.10% 0.01% 0.05% 0.15% 0.40% 
 

GBP 

1 Month Notice 1 Month 3 Months 6 Months 12 Months 

0.8% 0.40% 0.60% 0.70% 1.00% 
 

USD 

1 Month Notice 1 Month 3 Months 6 Months 12 Months 

0.25% 0.10% 0.20% 0.40% 0.60% 
 

Currency Q4'15 Q1'16 Q2'16 Q3'16 Support Resistance

EUR/USD 1.1080 1.0600 1.0800 1.1000 1.0575 1.0650

EUR/GBP 0.7000 0.6700 0.6900 0.7100 0.7005 0.7055
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Currency news: UK 2
nd

 GDP estimate in focus 

 
One eye on next weeks events: The markets will probably be fairly subdued after yesterday’s Thanksgiving holiday. All 
will change next week as we have the all-important European Central Bank on Thursday and the last monthly jobs report 
from the US ahead of the Federal Reserve’s meeting on the 16

th
 & 17

th
 of December. 

 
UK consumer confidence slip to 6 month low: UK GfK consumer confidence fell by one point in November, to +1. 
Within the sub-balances, one of the larger falls was in perceptions of the general economic situation over the next twelve 
months (down 2 points). Other balances held up better, such as the major purchases index, which rose by 2 points 
(although it is possible part of this might have reflected anticipation of Black Friday discounts). Overall though, despite the 
slight consensus undershoot, consumer confidence is still at above average levels, with households benefitting from rising 
wages and low inflation. So our view remains that households will be the major driver of the continued economic recovery. 

UK GDP Q3 in focus: The preliminary estimate of Q3 GDP was for quarterly growth of +0.5% (+2.3% yoy). Since then, 
updated estimates of industrial production and construction sector growth in Q3 are broadly unchanged from those 
embodied in the preliminary release. But we await updated Q3 numbers for the dominant services sector, reckoned to 
have grown by +0.7% q/q in the preliminary estimate. We do not have a firm view on the possible direction of revisions 
here though, so we are expecting overall GDP growth to remain unrevised at +0.5%. 

 
 
Currency thought of the day: Black Friday sales provide further evidence ahead of FOMC 

 
Much of the US takes an extended break today after yesterday’s Thanksgiving holiday, which, when combined with the 
light data calendar indicates a quiet session ahead. However the annual Black Friday sales are hugely important for major 
retailers in the US (and increasingly in the UK and Europe). In the absence of any major data releases today, anecdotal 
evidence of today’s shopping activity will be closely watched for guidance on future economic data, including key US 
Retail Sales data due for November released shortly before the FOMC meets in December. In the US, excluding money 
spent on fuel, building and auto sales, almost 20% of US retail sales take place in the months of November and 
December. This gives November retail sales an added significance in the lead-up to the Fed, which in turn makes today’s 
shopping results even more important. 
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Economy: EC publishes ‘early warnigs’ for Ireland   

 
The European Commission (EC) yesterday released a package of economic reports, comprising an Annual Growth 
Survey and Alert Mechanism Report, as the first step in the economic and fiscal supervision for 2016, known as the 
European Semester.  
 
Of relevance to Ireland, the EC continues to see a number of macroeconomic imbalances here, which unsurprisingly 
relate to the net international investment position, private and government debt, house prices and unemployment, along 
with losses in export market shares.  
 
The EC did, however, concede that there have been improvements in a number of these areas in 2014, including: (i) a 
record current account surplus; (ii) a significant (and ongoing) improvement in the NIIP; and (iii) recent strong growth in 
exports. On debt, despite recent progress its ratio to GDP remains elevated (although some of this is due to distortions 
caused by the multinationals), with a similar narrative for NPLs, which while they are declining remain high in absolute 
terms. Unemployment is still above the EC’s threshold, but it is steadily declining (the headline rate is currently at its 
lowest level in seven years). 
 
In relation to house prices, while the double digit growth posted in 2014 exceeded the threshold, the EC acknowledges 
that this needs to be seen in the context of the steep correction seen over the past five years, although it did note (as we 
have repeatedly done) that supply constraints are the key factor pushing up on prices and rents.  
 
There are no surprises in the above, which reflects well-known factors. It is nonetheless worth noting that Ireland has 
recorded steady progress on its Macroeconomic Imbalance Procedure (MIP) scoreboard in recent years, with the number 
of MIP indicators that exceeded their indicative threshold falling from a high of eight out of 11 in 2011 to five in 2014. With 
that being said, it is clear that further progress is needed in a number of areas to reduce the risks around the Irish 
economy. 
  
Philip O’Sullivan │Economist│+353 1 421 0496│ Philip.osullivan@investec.ie 
 
 
Equities: Origin Enterprises – Slow Q116 following weather-disrupted harvest   

 
In its Q116 IMS issued this morning, Origin Enterprises guide that despite a slower start to the year due to delayed new 
season activity as weather disrupted the 2014/15 harvest, it expects full year EPS to be in the 51c to 53c range, in line 
with market expectations (consensus at 53c). For the period, the company reported a 5.5% decrease in reported revenue 
to €300.4m with a 9.0% LFL dip principally driven by lower fertilizer and crop protection volumes. The business enjoyed a 
3.5% currency tailwind over the period.  
 
In the UK, management notes that while the delayed harvest led to later timing of service and input application for the 
winter crop planting programme, new season activity levels were robust in the second half of the quarter with “strong 
winter crop planting progress” in October. Unlike last year when Origin was estimating UK winter crop acreages to be 
down 2% to 3%, this year total sown area for the principal crops is “broadly equivalent to last year”. The area under winter 
wheat is up 2.5% and while oilseed rape is down 12%, this was anticipated given low prices and restrictions on seed 
dressings. Management is expecting more concentrated purchasing patterns through the season (i.e. most in H216) when 
in excess of 90% of Group earnings traditionally are generated.  
 
In Poland, lower volumes processed were offset by higher agronomy revenue, driving an “improved result” over the 
period. Service and input portfolios “maintained pleasing momentum” but crop marketing continues to be adversely 
impacted by highly competitive trading conditions. Good progress in winter crop planting has resulted in an area under 
crop broadly similar to 2014 with total 2015/16 cropping estimated to be the same as last season. In Ukraine, while the 
business recorded higher early season agronomic revenue, reduced yields in 2015 and tightening liquidity on farms has 
led to reduced winter plantings. It is anticipated that this will be made up for in spring planting acreage but that crop 
investment spend may be lower. In Romania, the acquisition of Redoxim was completed on the 18

th
 of September and the 

completion of the Comfert acquisition is expected to complete in H216E. 
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Ian Hunter │Research Analyst│+353 1 421 0494│ ian.hunter@investec.ie 
 
 
Equities: AIB – Issues €500m of AT1 notes at a coupon of 7.375%   

 
As expected, AIB completed a €500m AT1 issuance yesterday. The notes are fully CRD IV compliant with full 
discretionary interest payments and are subject to principal writedown in the event that AIB’s Basel III CET1 Transitional 
Capital ratio falls below 7%. The coupon for the initial fixed rate period to December 2020 was set at 7.375%, an excellent 
result for the bank – and a touch lower than our expectation for a coupon in the region of 7.5% as we remarked yesterday. 
The issue was more than 9x oversubscribed at this level, testament to the substantial progress AIB has made in recent 
years from both a profitability and a capital perspective. The successful completion of this transaction represents further 
progress towards full normalisation of AIB’s capital structure – a process which continues to proceed swiftly ahead of a 
much-awaited ordinary share sale by Government in 2016. 

 
 John Cronin │Research Analyst│+353 1 421 0494│ john.cronin@investec.ie 
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Equities: AIB – seeking US$872m in damages and interest from Citibank.    

 
AIB is reportedly seeking US$872m (€821m) in damages and interest from Citibank in its case against the US institution, 
who AIB alleges helped a rogue trader at AIB cover up illicit trades that resulted in substantial losses at its formerly-owned 
Allfirst subsidiary back in 2002. It had previously been anticipated that AIB would seek c.US$500m in damages but new 
court filings in the US show that AIB is in fact seeking a larger amount. The trial is due to take place in January 2016. Any 
award of damages to AIB would clearly be positive from a capital perspective. 
 
John Cronin│Research Analyst│+353 1 421 0466│ john.cronin@investec.ie 

 
 
Equities: Banking sector – NAB to pursue demerger and IPO of Clydesdale & Yorkshire Banks   

 
We note this morning’s announcement by National Australia Bank confirming that it will pursue the demerger and IPO of 
Clydesdale & Yorkshire Banks (“CYBG”). This follows NAB’s 28

th
 October announcement which stated that it intends to 

pursue a demerger of c.75% of CYBG to NAB shareholders and a disposal of the balance (c.25%) by way of IPO to 
institutional investors with a primary listing on the London Stock Exchange. This is expected to be completed in Q116 – so 
hopefully all done and dusted before AIB comes back to the market (potentially Q216). 
  
Gerard Moore │Research Analyst│+353 1 421 0463│ gerard.moore@investec.ie 
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Disclaimer 
 
Investec Bank p.l.c. (Irish branch) (“Investec”) has issued and is responsible for production of this publication. Investec Bank plc (Irish Branch) is 
authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority in the United Kingdom and is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland for conduct of business rules. 
Investec Bank p.l.c.  is a member of the London Stock Exchange and the Irish Stock Exchange. 
 
This publication should be regarded as being for information only and should not be considered as an offer or solicitation to sell, buy or subscribe to any 
financial instruments, securities or any derivative instrument, or any other rights pertaining thereto (together, “investments”). Investec does not express 
any opinion as to the present or future value or price of any investments referred to in this publication. This publication may not be reproduced without 
the consent of Investec.  
 
The information contained in this publication has been compiled from sources believed to be reliable, but, neither Investec, nor any of its directors, 
officers, or employees accepts liability for any loss arising from the use hereof or makes any representations as to its accuracy and completeness. The 
information contained in this publication is valid as at the date of this publication. This information is subject to change without notice, its accuracy is not 
guaranteed, it may be incomplete or condensed and it may not contain all material information concerning the matters discussed herein.  
 
This publication does not constitute investment advice and has been prepared without regard to individual financial circumstances, objectives or 
particular needs of recipients. Readers should seek their own financial, tax, legal, regulatory and other advice regarding the appropriateness or 
otherwise of investing in any investments or pursuing any investment strategies. Investec operates exclusively on an execution only basis.  
 
An investment in any of the investments discussed in this publication may result in some or all of the money invested being lost. Past performance is not 
a reliable guide to future performance. To the extent that this publication is deemed to contain any forecasts as to the performance of any investments, 
the reader is warned that forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future performance. The value of any investments can fall as well as rise. Foreign 
currency denominated investments are subject to fluctuations in exchange rates that may have a positive or adverse effect on the value, price or income 
of such investments. Certain transactions, including those involving futures, options and other derivative instruments, can give rise to substantial risk and 
are not suitable for all investors. 
 
Investec (or its directors, officers or employees) may to the extent permitted by law, own or have a position in the investments (including derivative 
instruments or any other rights pertaining thereto) of any issuer or related company referred to herein, and may add to or dispose of any such position or 
may make a market or act as a principal in any transaction in such investments or financial transactions. 
 
Investec’s conflicts of interest policy is available at http://www.investec.ie/legal/uk/conflicts-of-interest.html. 
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